Effective Interactions between Chemically Active Colloids and Interfaces.
Chemically active colloids can achieve force- and torque-free motility ("self-propulsion") via the promotion, on their surface, of catalytic chemical reactions involving the surrounding solution. Such systems are valuable both from a theoretical perspective, serving as paradigms for nonequilibrium processes, as well as from an application viewpoint, according to which active colloids are envisioned to play the role of carriers ("engines") in novel lab-on-a-chip devices. The motion of such colloids is intrinsically connected with a "chemical field", i.e., the distribution near the colloid of the number densities of the various chemical species present in the solution, and with the hydrodynamic flow of the solution around the particle. In most of the envisioned applications, and in virtually all reported experimental studies, the active colloids operate under spatial confinement (e.g., within a microfluidic channel, a drop, a free-standing liquid film, etc.). In such cases, the chemical field and the hydrodynamic flow associated with an active colloid are influenced by any nearby confining surfaces, and these disturbances couple back to the particle. Thus, an effective interaction with the spatial confinement arises. Consequently, the particle is endowed with means to perceive and to respond to its environment. Understanding these effective interactions, finding the key parameters which control them, and designing particles with desired, preconfigured responses to given environments, require interdisciplinary approaches which synergistically integrate methods and knowledge from physics, chemistry, engineering, and materials science. Here we review how, via simple models of chemical activity and self-phoretic motion, progress has recently been made in understanding the basic physical principles behind the complex behaviors exhibited by active particles near interfaces. First, we consider the occurrence of "interface-bounded" steady states of chemically active colloids near simple, nonresponsive interfaces. Examples include particles "sliding" along, or "hovering" above, a hard planar wall while inducing hydrodynamic flow of the solution. These states lay the foundations for concepts like the guidance of particles by the topography of the wall. We continue to discuss responsive interfaces: a suitable chemical patterning of a planar wall allows one to bring the particles into states of motion which are spatially localized (e.g., within chemical stripes or along chemical steps). These occur due to the wall responding to the activity-induced chemical gradients by generating osmotic flows, which encode the surface-chemistry of the wall. Finally, we discuss how, via activity-induced Marangoni stresses, long-ranged effective interactions emerge from the strong hydrodynamic response of fluid interfaces. These examples highlight how in this context a desired behavior can be potentially selected by tuning suitable parameters (e.g., the phoretic mobility of the particle, or the strength of the Marangoni stress at an interface). This can be accomplished via a judicious design of the surface chemistry of the particle and of the boundary, or by the choice of the chemical reaction in solution.